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Surveillance of Life Insurer Solvency: A Comparison
of Stock and The Multiple Scenario Cash Flow
Financial Stress Tests
Ronald W. Spahr* and Paul L. Gronewoller t

Abstract*
The solvency of life insurance companies may be threatened by interest
rate risk when the maturities of assets and liabilities are mismatched. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners' (NAIC) multiple scenario cashflow test (MSCFT) and the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) net portfolio value
model (stock) approaches to financial stress tests are illustrated and analyzed
with respect to their capacity to estimate the impact of potential changes in
interest rates on life insurance company capital and surplus. Each approach
is illustrated with the assets and liabilities of three hypothetical life insurance
company capital levels (high, average, and below average) and realistic interest
rate scenarios spelled out in the NAIC's standard valuation model law.
The supplement to the standard valuation law requires the appointed actuary to serve a dual employee/regulator role in which he/she is required to
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develop an expert opinion concerning the prospective solvency of his/her employer. The numerical examples point out that the recommended MSCF approach may not identify problem companies. In addition, each appointed actuary's opinion will be based on a unique set of operating assumptions that
may preclude the results from being compared cross sectionally or to an absolute regulatory standard. For the stock approach, the OTS specifies the analytic
methodology and the set of consistent assumptions. The OTS staff performs
the calculations and interprets the results.
Key words and phrases: solvency monitoring, insurance regulation, standard
valuation law, thrifts, option pricing

Introd uction
One key function of insurance regulation is to collect, analyze, and
distribute relevant information to assure the solidity or solvency of
insurance companies (Kimball, 1961). This function presents a difficult challenge to regulators, however, who must balance the conflicting interests of insurers, insureds, and guarantee fund contributors. In
practice, regulation often evolves toward protecting the interests of the
insurers.} In this context, development and implementation of effective
solvency surveillance methods are necessary to minimize the potential
detrimental impact of insolvency for insureds and guarantee funds.
Recent trends in life insurance company insolvencies and expectations of future insolvencies provide sound incentive for analyzing and
redirecting the solvency surveillance mechanisms employed by regulators. In response, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
(NAIC) has moved to strengthen solvency regulation in the life insurance industry. In 1990 the NAIC adopted the Actuarial Opinion and
Memorandum Regulation as a supplement to the standard valuation
law which mandates financial stress tests for life insurance companies. 2
Prescribed testing methods and assumptions subsequently have been
developed and adopted by the Actuarial Standards Board, in Actuarial
Standards of Practice No.7, Performing Cash Flow Testing for Insurers,
and No. 22, Statutory Statements of Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy
by Appointed Actuaries for Life and Health Insurers. The Actuarial Opinion and Memorandum Regulation requires an opinion by an appointed
ISee, for example, Stigler (1971), Posner (1974), and Becker (1983).
2The NAIC's standard valuation model law specifies the mortality and interest rate
assumptions to be used when valuing reserves. Either the current model law or similar
legislation has been adopted by every state.
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actuary regarding the adequacy of a life company's assets to retire its
liabilities. 3 Opinions will be required to accompany annual statements
for all accounting periods following adoption of the supplement. 4 The
supplement essentially adds a significant and different regulatory responsibility to the appointed actuary's managerial responsibilities.
The framework of the Actuarial Opinion and Memorandum Regulation prescribes, but does not limit the actuary to, a methodology to
be used in analyzing the adequacy of a life company's assets to retire
expected liabilities under designated interest rate scenarios. s The problem addressed in this supplement is interest rate risk or the impact of
changing interest rates on the value of assets and liabilities when their
durations and maturities are not matched. The NAIC's method, known
as multiple scenario cash-flow testing (MSCFT), requires forecasting the
cash flows of present and expected future assets and liabilities for prescribed interest rate scenarios and then comparing cash inflows to cash
outflows over their expected lives.
Prior to the NAIC's development of its financial stress test approach,
similar efforts were underway at the Office of Thrift Supervision6 (OTS)
to measure interest rate risk exposure of thrift institutions. The OTS
net portfolio value model is a stock or mark-to-market? approach that
relies on estimates of the present value of expected future cash flows
from existing assets and liabilities under its own set of interest rate
scenarios. These estimates of asset and liability market values for each
interest rate scenario are compared to illustrate the impact of potential
3The provision charges the appointed actuary to investigate asset default (C-l), underwriting (C-2), and interest rate risk (C-3). This paper is concerned only in the prescribed method for evaluating a life company's interest rate risk exposure. The stock
and MSCF approaches, however, may be adapted to analyze the independent and/or
dynamic impact of asset default risk, underwriting risk, and interest rate risk. A more
powerful solvency test would include the dynamic impact of C-l, C-2, and C-3 risks.
4The American Council of Life Insurance's General Bulletin No. 4836 reports that as
of August 19, 1994 the supplement will be in effect for annual statements of periods
ending December 31, 1994 and thereafter in 30 states and the District of Columbia. The
supplement also will be in effect for annual statement periods ending on December 31,
1995 and thereafter in six additional states and for annual statement periods ending
December 31, 1996 and thereafter in one other state.
sSee the "Report of the Special Advisory Committee on the Standard Valuation Law,"
NArC Proceedings, 1989, Vol. 2, p. 785.
6The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) is an agency of the U.S. federal government
created by the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989
(FIRREA). Its primary responsibility is to regulate and supervise the U.S. savings and
loans industry. The portfolio value model is the result of the FIRREA requirement that
thrifts be subjected to financial stress tests.
7The mark-to-market approach estimates the market value of all assets, off balance
sheet items, and liabilities for a firm. Market value net worth is estimated by subtracting the market value of all financial obligations from the market value of all assets.
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interest rate changes on the market value of net worth or net portfolio
value (market value of assets less market value of liabilities and off
balance sheet contingent liabilities).
The two methods (NAIC and OTS approaches) illustrate one key
question, identified by Kahane et al. (1989): should solvency surveillance approaches focus on existing assets and liabilities or should these
approaches be extended to incorporate the impact of expected future
changes in asset and/or liability structure?
In perfect capital markets 8 both approaches will produce similar
results, as expectations concerning the future impact of exogenously
determined variables necessary to forecast changes in expected future
cash flows will be known and consistent across market participants and,
therefore, also will be embedded in the market prices of assets and liabilities. But under imperfect conditions, e.g., in situations where these
expectations can vary, the approaches are likely to produce divergent
pictures of solvency.
The objective of this paper is to illustrate both approaches to financial stress testing and to analyze the feasibility of each as a regulatory
tool. We argue that in developing and testing operating strategies, incorporating the impact of assumed future changes in the asset and/or
liability structure that mayor may not describe actual future operations
is advantageous from a firm's managerial perspective, but clouds the
regulatory intent of the supplement.
To illustrate, numerical examples representing each approach are
developed from the assets and liabilities of three hypothetical life insurance companies. 9 The operational procedures and results of the
NAIC's MSCFT approach and the OTS stock approach are analyzed and
compared. An option-based model similar to the one used by the OTS
and on Wall Street is employed to estimate the present value and cash
flows of each firm's assets and liabilities. The option-based model is
essential in pricing the assets and liabilities of life insurance companies that contain embedded or explicit options and is the technically
superior method for valuing all fixed or adjustable rate instruments.
8Perfect capital markets typically are defined by the following characteristics: no
transactions costs or taxes exist; assets are perfectly divisible and liquid; no constraining regulations; perfect competition; markets are informationally efficient; and participants are rational expected utility maximizers.
9The three hypothetical insurance companies are developed to demonstrate how the
two different stress test approaches may be implemented and interpreted. These examples are not designed to provide a definitive statement about life insurance company
interest rate risk.
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Why is Solvency Surveillance Important?

At least three market imperfections necessitate effective solvency
surveillance in the insurance and thrift industries. First, information
concerning the quality of assets and liabilities of life insurance companies and thrifts is not known by all parties involved in insurance
and banking transactions. Second, the existence of deposit insurance,
state guarantee funds, and the limited liability of owners and managers
enhances the possibility of moral hazard-induced operating decisions.
Third, publicly available, negative solvency information may lead to a
herd or contagion reaction by policyholders or depositors and produce
runs on life insurance companies and thrifts. In each case, industry
regulators serve an important function in mitigating information asymmetry, monitoring company operations, and protecting the interests of
producers and consumers. An effective solvency surveillance system is
an important and necessary regulatory tool for mitigating these market
imperfections.

2.1

Role of Solvency Surveillance

One of the most important benefits of insurance regulation is to validate the solvency signals generated by life insurance companies. Correspondingly, current and potential policyholders are concerned that
after receiving premiums, life insurance companies will not be able to
satisfy future claims. Alternatively, for depository institutions, current
and potential depositors are concerned with the availability of their deposits. In addition, shareholders (owners), taxing authorities, and deposit insurers or state guarantee funds rely on regulators for regulatory
verification of solvency signals. Because the life insurance industry has
no guarantee system for policyholders, similar to the taxpayer-backed
deposit guarantees of the thrift and commercial banking industries, it
is imperative that regulators identify and resolve problems quickly with
life companies that are at risk of not being able to meet their obligations
in a timely manner.
Strong solvency surveillance also may reduce the moral hazard cost
associated with the limited liability of life company owners and managers. Because of limited liability and higher potential gains, stockholders have an incentive to take more risk because they will not share
in losses in excess of their stock value. The existence of deposit insurance for thrifts and the establishment of state insurance guarantee
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funds for insurance policyholders lo have provided vehicles that enable
owners and managers to shift the negative consequences of increased
risk taking from policyholders and depositors to their respective guarantors. Anecdotal evidence of increased risk-taking behavior may be
indicated by the changing asset/liability structure of the life insurance
industry during the late 1980s.
The shift by some companies to more risky asset/liability structures
is due to modern consumers demanding products with competitive investment components; however, the existence of state guarantee funds
has facilitated this shift. On the liability side, a shift has occurred
from traditional life insurance products with a mortality component to
pension-related products carrying interest rate guarantees with no mortality component, many of which can redeemed before maturity. The
life insurance premium to total income ratio!l declined from an average of 24.5 percent during the 1985-1987 period to 19 percent in 1990.
In contrast, the annuity consideration to total income ratio increased
from an 1985-1987 average of 27 percent to 58 percent in 1990. The
competition among insurers that produced growth in annuity contracts
also influenced some life insurers to seek higher returns by investing
larger proportions of their assets in higher yield, lower liquidity assets
such as junk bonds and commercial mortgages.

2.2

Role of State Insurance Guarantee Funds

State insurance guarantee funds are financed by ex post, pro rata
assessments of the remaining solvent companies in the state when an
insurance company fails. Thus, there is no 'a priori cost to the owners
or managers of the failing company. This current method of assessment
encourages a potential moral hazard cost to guarantee funds.l 2 Also,
part of the cost of funding a state guarantee fund is borne by taxpayers
in the form of state premium tax credits and federal income tax deductions. Thus, the financial consequences of insolvency are borne by
10 Since 1970 guarantee funds have been established in all 50 states and the District
of Columbia. Since 1988 the NAIC Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association
Model Act has provided a consistent framework for the structure of state insurance
guarantee funds.
II See the 1991 Life Insurance Fact Book for the data involved in the calculations.
12Brewer et al. (l993a and 1993b) provide empirical evidence that the state premium
tax pass-through provision of guarantee funds encourages increased risk taking by
life insurance companies. The existence of moral hazard attributed to a third party
guarantor commonly is discussed in the thrift crisis literature. The existence of moral
hazard did not singularly cause the thrift crisiS; however, it was a factor contributing
to its severity.
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solvent companies and their policyholders, taxpayers, and, to a lesser
extent, policyholders of the insolvent company.13

2.3

The Negative Information Dilemma

Managers and actuaries employed by life insurance companies can
be assumed to act in the best interest of the owners. Consequently, they
may fail to reveal negative information in a timely manner. To delay
the loss of their jobs, managers and company-employed actuaries may
report that a company is solvent when the company may be mark-tomarket insolvent if solvency surveillance reporting requirements allow
considerable latitude in interpretation. It is reasonable to speculate that
a delay in reporting relevant negative information may allow employees
the time to seek employment elsewhere or time for the firm's fortunes
to turn for the better. Belth (1993, p. 198) supports the contention that
negative information concerning life insurer solvency may be delayed.
He observes that most of the major life insurance companies that failed
since 1991 had ratings in "A" or better categories from several rating
agencies until shortly before they were seized by regulators.
Reliance by regulators on book-value-based information seems to
facilitate delaying behavior. Prior to the Actuarial Opinion and Memorandum Regulation, the data and information relied upon by regulators
and policyholders to assess the financial viability of the company were
in book value terms.14 It is widely recognized, however, that financial
solvency only can be measured in market value terms.l s The problem
with relying on book-value-based information is the lag between the
time when market value measures will raise questions concerning solvency and the time when book value data will indicate the same problems. The insolvency of First Executive Corporation is an excellent example of this time lag.
In 1991 the assets of First Executive Corporation were seized by
California and New York regulators. 16 The seizure occurred after First
13Most states establish limits to the liability of the guarantee fund for death benefits,
cash value and guarantee investment contract withdrawals, annuity, and health benefits. Som~ states limit guarantee fund liability only to contracts written by domestic
insurers and/or to contracts held by residents.
14For example, the NAIC's insurance regulatory information system (IRIS) consists of
12 book-value-based ratios. Also, insurance rating companies typically rely on book
value data.
ISSee, for example, White (1991) for a thorough discussion of the implications of
book versus market value financial reporting.
16See Fenn and Cole (1992) for a description of the events leading to the seizure of
First Executive Corporations assets.
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Executive had written down $500 million in book value of junk bonds
in 1990 and another $450 million in 1991 that depleted its book value
net worth. The market value of the marked down assets, however, was
significantly below book values in 1990 and 1991. Observers relying on
mark-to-market net worth could have identified the insolvency much
earlier. After its seizure in 1991 the amount by which the current value
of First Executive's liabilities exceeded its assets was estimated to be
more than $1 billion. This loss will be passed to the guarantee funds
of California and New York.
The motivation underlying the NAIC's provision is to lessen the
impact of interest-rate-risk-induced insolvency. The key is to identify risky situations, via the stress test approach, in advance. The information developed under this framework can be used by regulators
and company management to develop operating strategies that reduce
or eliminate the possibility of insolvency resulting from interest rate
changes.

3 NAIC AND OTS Approaches
Both the OTS's net portfolio value model and the NAIC's MSCFT attempt to measure the impact of changing interest rates on the solvency
of their respective institutions using financial stress tests. The MSCFT
is a run-off approach that forecasts and examines the annual or quarterly net cash flows produced by the firm's existing and expected future
assets and liabilities under different interest rate scenarios. The OTS 17
stock approach involves pricing or marking to market the existing assets, off balance sheet items, and liabilities of the institution under
different interest rate scenarios. The first fundamental difference between the two approaches is their asset liability perspective. The NAIC's
approach starts with the firm's existing assets, liabilities, underwriting
policy, investment policy, and claims-paying policy and incorporates expected future changes in the asset and/or liability structure attributable
to future changes in underwriting, investment, and claims-paying policies. The NAIC's approach focuses on the question of whether under
different interest rate scenarios the expected cash flows of the assets
will be sufficient to cover the expected cash demands of liabilities. The
NAIC's approach illustrates the impact of interest rate changes on expected future firm liquidity and solvency.
17For a complete description of this approach, see The OTS Market Value Model, Capital Markets produced by Office of Thrift Supervision, 1700 G. Street, NW, Washington,
D.C. 20552 and Gordon (1993).
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In contrast, the OTS approach focuses on existing assets and liabilities and under different interest rate scenarios addresses the question
of whether the current market value of assets is greater than or equal
to the current market value of liabilities. The OTS approach also illustrates the impact of interest rate changes on a firm's liquidity and
solvency. For example, when interest rates rise, life insurance companies are likely to incur increased contract surrenders and policy loan
utilization at a time when the market value of the assets supporting
liabilities has declined. In a liquidity shortage the fair market value
of assets, rather than the amortized cost, is the amount of the firm's
assets available to cover a firm's obligations.
The second fundamental difference between the two approaches
is the procedure required for implementation. To operationalize the
MSCF approach, firm-specific assumptions must be made by the appOinted actuary concerning future underwriting, investment, claimspaying policies, and the reinvestment of cash inflows. These endogenous assumptions can influence the future asset and liability structure
substantially. The supplement provides that appointed actuaries may
rely on other company officials for these assumptions. The actuary
must document the assumptions and note their source in a supporting
memorandum. The NAIC's supplement also suggests that the actuary
consider the insurer's policies and practices relative to the sale of assets
prior to maturity and the disposal of assets with declining values. The
analysis must contain cash-flow projections for assets and liabilities
under seven interest rate scenarios:
1. Level with no deviations;

2. Uniformly increasing over ten years at 0.5 percent per year and
then level;
3. Uniformly increasing at 1 percent per year over five years and then
uniformly decreasing at 1 percent per year to the original level at
the end of ten years and then level;
4. An immediate increase of 3 percent and then level;
5. An immediate decrease of 3 percent and then level;
6. Uniformly decreasing over ten years at 0.5 percent per year and
then level; and
7. Uniformly decreasing at 1 percent per year over five years and
then uniformly increasing at 1 percent per year to the original
level at the end of ten years and then level.
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The appointed actuary's opinion must indicate whether the insurer has
established sufficient reserves to assure that its reserves plus cash flow
from its assets will meet the cash flow requirements of its liabilities.
Operationalization of the stock approach varies significantly from
that of the MSCF approach. Because the calculations are performed by
the OTS staff, the OTS need only specify a valuation methodology and
a uniform set of assumptions that will be consistent across all thrifts.
The OTS approach first marks to market all assets, liabilities, and off
balance sheet items to estimate the institution's mark-to-market portfolio net worth under the current interest rate environment (the current U.S. Treasury yield curve). Next, the model recalculates the in-.
stitution's mark-to-market net worth under different interest rate scenarios. Specifically, the model projects mark-to-market net worth that
would result from instantaneous, parallel shifts in the U.S. Treasury
yield curve of -400, -300, -200, -100, +100, +200, +300, and +400 basis
points. The change in the mark-to-market net worth of the institution
under the different interest rate scenarios provides a definitive measure
of the institution's exposure to interest rate risk is
There is a fundamental difference between the interest rate scenarios that will facilitate the NAIC's run-off approach and the OTS optionbased, mark-to-market approach. The option-based model requires interest rate scenarios that result in an instantaneous shift in the base
yield curve that produces a monotonically flat, increasing, or decreasing function. NAIC scenarios 3 and 7 do not facilitate use of the optionbased model as they must be interpreted as nonmonotonic yield curves
from the mark-to-market perspective. 19 A change in the slope from positive to negative or vice versa in the yield curve will result in negative or
large positive implied forward rates. The existence of a nonmonotonic
yield curve and either negative or very large positive implied forward
rates suggest that arbitrage opportunities would be available. The efficiency of the U.S. Treasury market makes it difficult to believe that an
interest rate scenario that creates arbitrage opportunities could exist
for any reasonable length of time. Therefore, NAIC scenarios 3 and 7
preclude the use of the option-based model and will not be analyzed in
this paper.
18 A measure of thrift solvency is the adequacy of the mark-to-market portfolio net
worth to meet regulatory capital standards with either a plus or minus 300 basis point
parallel shift in the U.S. Treasury yield curve.
19The apparent interpretation of the application of the NArC's interest rate scenarios
is that each scenario causes a series of (rather than instantaneous) parallel shifts in
the current yield curve. For example, NArC scenario 3 would result in the current yield
curve shifting upward by 1 percent each year for five years and subsequently shifting
downward by 1 percent each year for the final five years.
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A second difference between the NAIC and OTS interest rate scenarios concerns how each approach incorporates the risk of changing
yield curve slopes. NAIC scenarios 2 and 6 explicitly address changing yield curve slope risk. The OTS approach incorporates changing
yield curve slope risk in the interest rate process used to estimate the
current market price of each contract. The interest rate process uses
each base interest rate scenario to simulate 300 random possible interest rate paths (yield curves) with varying slopes that are consistent
with U.S. Treasury yield curves observed between 1980 and 1990. Each
interest rate path is used to discount path specific cash flows that predict the path-specific current market price for each security or contract.
The estimated current market value of the security or contract is the
average of the 300 simulated path specific prices.
To evaluate each of the two approaches it is necessary to identify
the separate managerial and regulatory objectives of the supplement.
Management's perspective is to assess the impact of various operating
strategies on the market values of asset and liabilities or their relative
cash flow consequences under varying economic scenarios. Therefore,
it is important to incorporate firm-specific assumptions concerning
current and future operating strategies. These assumptions, however,
mayor may not describe actual future operations. From the regulatory perspective of validating firm solvency signals, the analytic method
of choice should be applied consistently under homogeneous assumptions over time and across firms to produce comparative results. Otherwise, it is possible that solvency opinions concerning similar firms will
vary significantly due to reliance on different operating assumptions.
Numerical examples are developed in the next section to facilitate a
comparison of each approach under consistent operating assumptions.

4

Numerical Examples

The assets and liabilities of three hypothetical 2o life insurance firms
are employed to illustrate the stock and MSCF models. The difference
between each firm is the degree of capitalization. The first firm's balance sheet is designed to produce a capital plus surplus to total asset ratio (capital ratio) of 0.15 which is over twice the recent industry average
20To maintain focus on the central main point of this paper, the assumptions lead·
ing to the hypothetical insurance companies are designed to be abstract from the full
scope of potential insurance company operations. Including more complex insurance
contracts, other types of assets, or lengthening the time period over which the methods are analyzed would add greater complexity to the results without altering their
fundamental structure or validity.
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of 0.065. The second firm's balance sheet is designed to approximate
the industry average with a capital ratio of 0.0627. The third firm's balance sheet is designed to approximate an undercapitalized firm with a
capital ratio of 0.029. Each initial balance sheet is illustrated in the base
case columns of Table I, Panels A, B, and C, respectively. The balance
sheets are designed to be simple yet representative of typical asset and
liability maturities.
The assets consist of cash, mortgage-backed securities (MBS), principal only strips 21 (PO), and ten year u.s. Treasury bonds (T-bonds). The
dollar investment in MBS is altered for each firm to produce the different capital ratios. $1.5 billion is invested in MBS for the first firm, $1.2
billion for the second firm, and $1.1 billion for the third firm. Both the
MBS and the PO have 30 year maturities and yield 7.5 percent. The MBS
currently are priced at par and the PO at 43.1938. Both the MBS and PO
assume a 0.004 loan servicing rate and carry a 66.6 basis point optionadjusted spread (OAS) above the current Treasury term structure. The
ten year T-bonds yield 6.6144 percent and currently are priced at par.
The liabilities consist of term insurance and deferred annuities. The
term insurance portfolio consists of $100 billion face value annually renewable term policies. Insured are 10,000 males at each age 25 through
59. The composition of the group of insureds is constant in time. Each
year new policies are written on 10,000 25-year-olds. All policies are
terminated at the end of the year in which each insured reaches age
59. Group mortality expense remain constant at the number of expected deaths in the group multiplied by the average policy face value.
Expenses are ignored, as they will not influence the balance sheet; however, they easily could be included. A 5 percent profit loading is added
to the pure premium of insurance products and carried to the asset
side of the balance sheet.
The single premium deferred life annuities were purchased by 10,000
60-year-old males five years ago, of which 9,393.83 survive at this time.
The annual annuity payment is $24,000 per annuitant and produces
an annuity consideration reserve of $2,131,512,400. A 5 percent profit
loading is added to this liability and carried to the asset side of the
balance sheet.

21 Mortgage·backed

secuntIes may be stripped into two cash-flow components:

interest-only cash flows (10) and principal-only cash f70ws (PO). The owner of a PO will

receive monthly payments amounting to the principal payments made by the borrower
into the pool of mortgages securitizing the mortgage-backed securities. The IO owners
will receive the interest component.
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Table 1
Mark-to-Market Life Insurance Company Balance Sheets
Panel A: Above Average Capitalized Firm (Capital + Surplus) I Total Assets = 0.15

Assets
Cash
Mortgage-Backed Securities
Principal Only Strip
Ten Year U.S. T-Bond
Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Worth
Net Term Policy Reserves
Net Annuity Reserves
Total Liabilities
Capital & Surplus
Total Liabilities and Net Worth
CS/TA
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Base Case
No Shift

300 BP Parallel
Upward Shift

300 BP Parallel Down
Shift

(4)
50 BP Per Year
Upward Shift

39,619,622
1,500,000,000
750,000,000
900,000,000
3,189,619,622

39,619,622
1,197,178,500
456,042,881
730,490,400
2,423,331,403

39,619,622
1,784,631,000
1,296,927,452
1,125,459,000
4,246,637,074

39,619,622
1,093,129,500
442,188,462
623,571,300
2,198,508,884
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2,708,512,400
481,1 07 ,222
3,189,619,622
0.15084
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1,716,720,052
2,293,720,052
129,611,351
2,423,331,403
0.05348

577 ,000,000
2,752,206,600
3,329,206,600
917,430,474
4,246,637,074
0.21604

577 ,000,000
1,532,675,460
2,109,675,460
88,833,424
2,198,508,884
0.04041
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Table 1 (cont.)
Mark-to-Market Life Insurance Company Balance Sheets
Panel B: Average Capitalized Firm (Capital + Surplus) I Total Assets = 0.0627

Assets
Cash
Mortgage-Backed Securities
Principal Only Strip
Ten Year U.S. T-Bond
Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Worth
Net Term Policy Reserves
Net Annuity Reserves
Total Liabilities
Capital & Surplus
Total Liabilities and Net Worth
CS/TA

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Base Case
No Shift

300 BP Parallel
Upward Shift

300 BP Parallel Down
Shift

50 BP Per Year
Upward Shift

I.-

o

.,c
::::l

III

39,619,622
1,200,000,000
750,000,000
900,000,000
2,889,619,622

39,619,622
957,742,800
456,042,881
730,490,400
2,183,895,703

39,619,622
1,427,704,800
1,296,927,453
1,125,459,000
3,889,710,875

39,619,622
874,503,600
442,188,462
623,571,300
1,979,882,984

577 ,000,000
2, 131 ,512,400
2,708,512,400
181,107,222
2,889,619,622
0.06268

577 ,000,000
1,716,720,052
2,293,720,052
-109,824,349
2,183,895,703
-0.05029

577,000,000
2,752,206,600
3,329,206,600
560,504,275
3,889,710,875
0.14099

577 ,000,000
1,532,675,460
2,109,675,460
-129,792,476
1,979,882,984
-0.06555
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Table 1 (cont.)
Mark-to-Market Life Insurance Company Balance Sheets
Panel C: Below Average Capitalized Firm (Capital + Surplus) I Total Assets = 0.029
(1)

Base Case
No Shift
Assets
Cash
Mortgage-Backed Securities
Principal Only Strip
Ten Year U.S. T-Bond
Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Worth
Net Term Policy Reserves
Net Annuity Reserves
Total Liabilities
Capital & Surplus
Total Liabilities and Net Worth
CS/TA

(2)
300 BP Parallel
Upward Shift

(3)
300 BP Parallel Down
Shift

C)

...,
o

::::s

ro
:::::

(4)
50 BP Per Year
Upward Shift

39,619,622
1,100,000,000
750,000,000
900,000,000
2,789,619,622

39,619,622
877 ,930,900
456,042,881
730,490,400
2,104,083,803

39,619,622
1,308,729,400
1,296,927,453
1,125,459,000
3,770,735,475

39,619,622
801,628,300
442,188,462
623,571,300
1,907,007,684

577 ,000,000
2,131,512,400
2,708,512,400
81,107,222
2,789,619,622
0.02907

577 ,000,000
1,716,720,052
2,293,720,052
-189,636,249
2,104,083,803
-0.09013

577,000,000
2,752,206,600
3,329,206,600
441,528,875
3,770,735,475
0.11709

577 ,000,000
1,532,675,460
2,109,675,460
-202,667,776
1,907,007,684
-0.10627
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The MSCF example is further simplified by omitting the impacts of
expected changes in the asset liability structure. Making the assumption that no changes will occur in the future asset liability structure
is reasonable because too many possibilities exist to develop a reasonable outlook for each. The forward nature of insurance and annuity
contracts imply that by omitting expected future changes in the assetliability structure, the MSCFT results will be conservative assessments
that are consistent across firms. It also is assumed that reinvestable
funds are invested at the one year implied forward U.S. Treasury rate.
Numerical examples of both the stock and MSCF approaches are
developed with the three insurance firm balance sheets under the four
rational interest rate scenarios. The interest rate scenarios are:
• Level with no deviations;
• A 300 basis point parallel upward shift in the term structure;
• A 300 basis point downward shift in the term structure; and
• A 50 basis point upward shift in the term structure in each of the
next ten years.
The appendix contains a brief discussion of the theoretical differences
in each approach.

5 Numerical Results
The results of the stock analysis are shown in Table 1 with Panels A,
B, and C representing the three levels of capitalization. The above average capitalized insurance company (Table 1, Panel A) always maintains
a mark-to-market capital and surplus that is positive; thus, it is anticipated that this firm would be able to withstand significant increases in
interest rates and severe changes in the economy and still remain solvent. Alternatively, the capital ratios for the average (Table 1, Panel B)
and the below average capitalized (Table 1, Panel C) firms become significantly negative under both of the increasing interest rate scenarios.
Thus, it is anticipated that neither the average nor the below average
capitalized firms would remain solvent if the interest rate increases
were realized in the near future and a need to liquidate assets would
arise.
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Tables 2 and 3 display the results of the MSCF approach. Table 2
displays the first two years of the cash flow income statement for the
current term structure of the average capitalized firm. Table 3 displays
the first ten year cash flow revenues for each of the three companies
for the four interest rate scenarios. For ease of comparison, the capital
and surplus (mark-to-market net worth) and the capital ratios (CS/TA)
obtained under the stock approach in Table 1 also are listed in Table 3.

Table 2
Annual Cash Flow Revenues
(Base Case - Average Capitalization Firm)
Year 2
Cash Revenues:
Year 1
Mortgage-Backed Securities
88,332,528
91,006,273
Interest on MBS
10,989,281
10,374,911
Normal Payment of Principal
48,441,096
18,857,460
Prepayment of Principal
Principal Only Securities
Normal Principal Payment
Prepayment of Principal
10 Year Treasury Interest
Return of Reinvested Funds
Term Insurance Premium

605,849,980

6,868,301
30,275,686
59,529,596
1,283,731
605,849,980

Total of Revenue

803,888,450

851,570,240

Cash Expenses
Actuarial Cost of
Term Insurance
Actuarial Cost of Annuity

577 ,000,000
225,451,920

577 ,000,000
222,250,510

Total Cash Expenses

802,451,900

799,250,500

C.F. Earnings Before Taxes
Taxes and Dividends

1,436,544
215,481.6

52,319,744
7,847,962

Net Cash Flow After Taxes

1,221,062

44,471,784

6,484,319
11,785,913
59,529,596

o
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Table 3 demonstrates that the cash flow revenues generated are positive in all years for the above average capitalized company; whereas
for the below average and the average capitalized firms, negative annual cash flow revenues are found in the early years for the scenarios
involving increasing interest rates. With the average capitalized firm,
initial year cash flows are negative for the increasing interest rate scenarios; however, net cash flows in all subsequent years are positive.
With the below average capitalized firm, initial cash flows are negative
for the base case and increasing interest rate scenarios; however, for
all interest rate scenarios, net cash flows even for the below average
capitalized firm subsequently become positive.
The MSCF results do not seem to indicate future solvency concerns
for the average and below average capitalized firms. In contrast, the
stock approach test results indicate that the average and below average capitalized firms would have problems liquidating assets to satisfy disintermediation or run induced contract redemptions. The MSCF
method does not explicitly or implicitly address the possibility of disintermediation,22 runs,23 or the asset liquidity problems that recently
have plagued the life insurance industry. Many of the insolvencies that
have occurred since the early 1990s are the outcome of operating strategies developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s to deal with high interest rates and increased product market competition.
The net impact, that mayor may not be incorporated in the MSCF
approach, is that assets, whose values typically are reported in book
terms rather than lower market values, must be liquidated at a loss or
effectively marked to market. Such losses can deplete or eliminate net
worth or capital and surplus, as was the case in many of the early 1990s
insolvencies.

22 Disintermediation is the process where liabilities of the insurance company are
involuntarily paid off due to policy surrenders or terminations of deferred annuity
contracts and the funds are transferred to higher yielding investments in the general
market. Similarly for thrifts, this occurs when depositors withdraw their deposits and
reinvest them in higher yielding investments.
23The possibility of disintermediation and/or runs in the life insurance industry also
has received considerable attention in the media. This attention was initiated by announcements of significant losses in the value of commercial real estate owned by
Mutual Benefit Life and The Travelers and in junk bonds owned by First Executive Corporation. The prospect of runs is a difficult issue for regulators, as the potential impact
of negative solvency information is that the holders of interest-sensitive life insurance
and annuity contracts will redeem them. First Executive Corporation's two subsidiaries
reportedly experienced more than $3 billion in redemptions while Mutual Benefit Life
reportedly experienced more than $500 million in redemptions prior to being taken
over by regulators.
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Table 3
Net Cash Flow After Taxes
Panel A: Above Average Capitalized Firm
300 BP
Base Case
Shift UQ
Year
1
26,771,818
12,655,997
55,731,060
2
98,704,176
175,939,120
111,451,240
3
205,575,780
146,603,970
4
175,019,490
223,275,170
5
202,031,490
237,654,780
6
252,240,400
229,872,370
7
267,919,230
259,158,020
8
285,205,660
290,260,930
9
304,457,540
323,470,110
10
Capital &
Surplus *
CS/TA *

481,107,222
0.15084

300BP
Shift Down
135,832,940
477,233,090
720,375,870
694,296,510
629,518,780
557,733,630
489,598,590
428,027,900
374,258,880
328,775,970

50 BP
UQ Per Year
10,643,251
47,118,232
93,151,024
126,135,810
156,581,540
189,134,930
227,172,770
274,503,040
334,298,500
407,902,850

129,611,351
0.05348

917,430,474
0.21604

88,833,424
0.04041

Panel B: Average Capitalized Firm
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Base Case
1,221,062
44,471,784
94,880,016
105,842,660
107,914,530
109,031,090
111,765,890
116,828,950
124,642,100
135,509,860

300 BP
Shift UQ
(11,115,062)
6,378,944
36,832,608
50,649,772
60,064,456
69,773,928
81,407,208
95,478,744
112,334,310
132,266,370

300BP
Shift Down
98,882,120
385,982,300
595,164,540
564,104,640
498,524,000
427,595,810
360,518,820
299,966,500
247,156,830
202,560,960

50BP
UQ Per Year
(12,791,344)
(702,140)
21,462,540
32,922,554
42,630,724
54,290,440
69,779,480
91,110,808
120,091,590
157,933,760

Capital &
Surplus *
CS/TA *

181,107,222
0.06268

(109,824,349)
-0.05029

560,504,275
0.14099

(129,792,476)
-0.06555
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Table 3 (coot.)
Net Cash Flow After Taxes
Panel C: Below Average Capitalized Firm
300 BP
300 BP
Shift U{J
Shift Down
Year
Base Case
(19,038,748)
85,432,368
(7,295,802)
1
(10,071,779) 351,036,190
26,394,336
2
67,860,352
11,959,786 544,235,710
3
72,537,664
18,665,076 510,393,860
4
69,461,072
21 746,182 444,536,990
5
25,688,116 374,286,210
66,156,600
6
31,918,874 308,232,480
64,941,088
7
40,919,028 248,872,110
66,465,540
8
53,025,528 197,334,530
71,120,872
9
68,531,872 154,047,970
79,193,888
10
Capital &
Surplus *
CS/TA*

81,107,222
0.02907

(189,636,249)
-0.09013

441,528,875
0.11708

50BP
U{J Per Year
(20,602,858)
( 16,642,266)
(2,433,584 )
1,851,504
4,647,175
9,342,330
17,315,084
29,980,058
48,689,252
74,610,688

(202,667,776)
-0.10627

* Note: The capital and surplus (mark-to-market net worth) and ratio of common
stock to total assets (CS/TA) from the relevant balance sheet in Table 1 are
included for comparison
The consequence of focusing on expected cash flows and ignoring
asset liquidity and the possibility of runs and disintermediation, especially during periods of rapidly changing interest rates, can be a failure
to identify life companies that are at risk of being unable to withstand
significant interest-rate-induced asset liquidations.
The advantages of the stock approach in detecting solvency problems is obvious when Tables 1, 2, and 3 are compared. The impact of
the different interest rate scenarios on mark-to-market capital and surplus is unambiguously apparent. The stock approach results provide a
definite answer to questions concerning the ability of a firm's existing
assets to retire its existing liabilities when interest rates change. 24 The
current balance sheet is marked to market based on the current, observable u.s. Treasury yield curve. The potential inconsistencies stemming
241n addition to its use by regulators, the potential impact on the firm's solvency given
different operating assumptions also may be illustrated using the stock approach.
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from the assumptions regarding endogenously determined variables
such as reinvestment rates, business growth rates, or future asset and
liability structures are not evident.
The advantage of the MSCF approach lies in its capability to facilitate
developing and testing operating strategies that will optimize, within
managerial and regulatory constraints, a life insurance company's interest rate risk exposure. Once a problem has been identified, it is
essential to analyze the economic consequences that various operating assumptions (such as product mix, pricing, and/or asset allocation
strategies) can have on rectifying the problem.

6

Conclusions and Recommendations

This study addresses requirements of the 1990 supplement to the
standard valuation law. We evaluate the regulatory effectiveness of
the NAIC's recommended financial stress test for life insurance companies, and we compare the NAIC approach to a similar stress test designed by the OTS for the thrift industry. The NAIC's MSCFT requires
the appointed actuary to forecast annual or quarterly net cash flows
over a reasonable period for different interest rate scenarios and give
an opinion concerning the expected solvency of the firm. From a regulatory perspective, the procedures necessary to implement the MSCF
approach may not lead to consistent opinions. Alternatively, the OTS
stock approach stress test marks to market all assets, off balance sheet
activities, and liabilities for the current U.S. Treasury term structure and
for different interest rate scenarios. The stock approach implementation procedures are clearly defined and are applied evenly across all
thrifts.
The MSCF approach indicates that the cash flows for each of this
study'S hypothetical insurance firms should be adequate to satisfy expected future liabilities or that the firm can be expected to remain solvent and have no liquidity problems. Alternatively, the stock approach
indicates (using the same hypothetical life insurance companies, time
frame, and data) that the current value of assets is less than the current
value of liabilities for the average and below average capitalized firm
during upward shifting interest rate scenarios. The stock approach results imply that the average and below average capitalized firms would
have problems liquidating assets in the event of a run or disintermediation.
In light of viable alternatives, M~CFT may not be the most effective surveillance tool. The results show that, relative to the OTS ap-
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proach, the MSCF approach may fail to identify potentially risky situations because of its dependence on assumptions concerning product
mix, pricing, the future asset-liability structure, and reinvested returns.
MSCFT is sensitive to these assumptions used to forecast cash flows
and may not adequately incorporate the liquidity risk associated with
assets. Also, no definitive criterion for assessing financial solvency is
apparent with the MSCFT method.
The MSCF approach is an effective managerial tool, however, in that
it facilitates the simulation of the cash flows for prospective operating
strategies under various economic scenarios. We suggest that employing both stress test methods will produce a superior solvency surveillance mechanism and better managerial strategies for dealing with the
interest rate, liquidity, mortality, and morbidity risks encountered by
life insurance companies.
In implementing the stress test approaches one additional critical
concern emerges. The responsibility for the stress testing of thrifts lies
with the OTS, while the responsibility for stress tests of life insurance
firms falls on an actuary appointed and employed by the firm being
tested. The conflicting incentive structure under which the appointed
actuary must operate can be expected to influence at least some opinions. Future amendments to the NAIC's supplement must address this
issue.
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Appendix
The theoretical difference between the NAIC's MSCF approach and
the OTS mark-to-market approach lies in the focus and methodologies
of the analysis.
The OTS mark-to-market approach focuses on the expectation of the
market value of the firm's current set of assets and liabilities. Equation
(2) below illustrates the process used in this paper to mark-to-market
the firm's assets and liabilities of each hypothetical firm under each
interest rate shift scenario:
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E[MVNW]

(1)

where:
E
MVNW
CFAijt

CFLijt

NA
NL
Mj(A)
Mj(L)
fijk(A)

The (statistical) expectations operator;
Current market value of net worth;
Cash flows generated during time period
by asset j for interest rate path i;
Cash flows generated during time period
by liability j for interest rate path i;
Number of assets;
Number of liabilities;
Time to maturity for asset j;
Time to maturity for liability j;
The time k implied monthly forward rate
interest path i and asset j.
The time k implied monthly forward rate
interest path i and liability j.

t

t

of interest for
of interest for

Equation (2) takes into account the impact of dynamic interest rate
changes on the current value of assets and liabilities. Both assets and
liabilities are priced given the cash flows generated under 300 different possible interest rate paths. Thus, each of the 300 different interest
rate paths will generate a different pattern of cash flows and a different
set of discount rates. For interest rate scenarios of parallel shifts up
and down of 300 basis points and up of 50 basis points per year for ten
years in today's Treasury yield curve, the results provide a clear expectation of the firm's capacity to absorb significant shifts in interest rates.
The stock approach results also illustrate the possible consequences of
disintermediation and/or runs.
The MSCF approach focuses on a series of static comparisons of estimates or forecasts of the future cash flows that can be expected to be
generated from both the current and expected future set of assets and
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liabilities. This process is depicted in equation (3). Forecasting future
cash flows requires assumptions concerning the future product mix, its
pricing, the future asset liability structure, and reinvested returns. If
e(.) denotes the set of assumptions, then
CFt =

NA

NL

j=l

j=l

L {CAjt I eA,d - L {CLjt I eL,k}

(2)

for t = l,2, ... ,M and k = l,2, ... ,K
where:
CFt
CAjt
CL jt

eA,k
eA,k
K

Net cash flows generated during period t;
Asset j's cash flows during period t;
Liability j's cash flows during period t;
Assumptions for assets under scenario k;
Assumptions for liabilities under scenario k; and
The number of operating scenarios examined.

The two methods will produce similar results when E[CFAijtJ = CAjtJ
and E[CFLijtJ = CLjtJ for all j and t. This condition occurs when eA
and eL in the MSCF approach are consistent with the assumptions of
the stock approach (which are the current operating and capital structure) and the analysis is concerned only with the run-off of the current
book of business. Small deviations from this condition can lead to significantly different results.

